6 Secrets to keeping your Doodle tangle free
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Who am I?
Perhaps the term “Doodle groomer” is completely new to you, so I will introduce myself first.
My name is Wanda Klomp. Being the daughter of a groomer who introduced the French Water dog in
the Netherlands, I was born and raised with longhaired, cuddly dogs with a great, lovable character.
Knowing what it takes to try and keep long, curly or fleece coats fluffy and cuddly and loving a real
grooming challenge I became a groomer specialized in Doodles and Water dogs and started giving
grooming workshops in the Netherlands to owners of these breeds.
I teach them to groom their own dog professionally in a natural and casual, fluffy look. The look they
fell in love with when they took their dog home as a pup. The look most Doodles lose when they go to
a dog groomer.
Since I started giving the workshops two years ago, I have received so many enthousiastic reactions
from Doodle and Water dog owners, that there apparently is a great need for information about the
correct coat maintenance. Not only in the Netherlands, but worldwide.
Doodle Comfort (known in the Netherlands as DogComfort) gives you the information you have been
searching for, so you can learn all about the coat maintenance of your beloved dog.
Through the website, social media (FaceBook, LinkedIn, Twitter and Instagram), blogs, a monthly
newsletter and my upcoming book “From Scruffy to Lovely, How to keep your Doodle healthy, happy
and tangle free? The first ultimate guide to Doodle coat care and comfort” I offer practical knowledge
about Doodle grooming, usefull tips and tools and information about the right grooming equipment.
Through photo’s of the workshops and the many lovely Doodle specimen I meet I hope to share the
joy I feel in my day to day work with you and inspire you to maby try grooming your Doodle yourself,
improve the relationship with your Doodle and enjoy living with your Doodle even more.
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Have you ever thought about grooming your own Doodle?
It's the perfect way to relax, spend quality time with your Doodle and improve the relationship with your
Doodle.
On top of that you save a lot of money on grooming costs, you get to be creative and most of all: you
get to decide how you want your Doodle to look, keep it groomed the way you love (and fell in love
with when you first saw your Doodle) AND you take the responsability for the well being of your
Doodle in your own hands.

Did I mention how satisfying it is to groom your own Doodle? And so much fun!
And learning how to do it professionally is a party!
Please don’t doubt that you can do this, because everybody can. There are hundreds of examples of
Doodle owners in the Netherlands who never touched grooming scissors before, did the workshop
with me and went home with a beautiful looking Doodle and such a feeling of accomplishment!
It is just a matter of doing it, repeating it and doing it again, until you get the hang of it AND…
Having the right person to coach you to do it the RIGHT way.

Reading this e-book could be your first step to learning to groom your own Doodle professionally.
Whether you would like to learn to groom your Doodle from head to toe, the basics of grooming and
Doodle (coat)care or just more in general, this e-book gives you the knowledge and insight you need
to keep the coat of your Doodle, Water Dog or Poodle mix breed lovely, soft, fluffy, tangle free and
healthy.
Enjoy!
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Bit of knowledge
Doodles are sweet, social, smart, work diligent and in general very gentle dogs with a great character
and a wonderful allergy-free cuddly coat that makes your heart melt. No wonder that these dogs have
become extremely popular all around the world.
Fluttering their long manes on the beach seems to create the complete image:
nice to stroke, soft nature versus soft coat. The longer the coat, the better, seems to be the
ultimate opinion, but a long, beautiful coat is not always practical to maintain.
In order to keep the coat tangle-free, healthy, shiny and strokable, there are a few things every Doodle
owner should know about the structure of the coat, the shedding and the growth cycle of the hair.
He/she should also know what tangles are, how they arise, how to remove them and especially how to
prevent them.
In this E-book you will learn everything about these things, so that both you and your Doodle can lead
a wonderful, tangle-free and comfortable life.
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Combination of different kinds of coat
An Australian Doodle is a mix of multiple breeds with different kinds of coats (from left to right):
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Labrador retriever: short-haired, glossy, water-repellent stiff coat, with a fluffy, soft, weatherproof
under coat in the colours: black, liver and yellow
Poodle: long-haired curly, fluffy coat, whose under coat has the same structure and length
(“single coat”) .
American Cocker Spaniel: combined (combo of both short and long hair) soft shiny coat with
dense, water-repellent under coat: available in a range of colours, also multi-coloured, but not
as much variety as the English Cocker Spaniel has to offer
English Cocker Spaniel: smooth, silky combined coat with the under coat identical to the
American Cocker Spaniel. They are similar, but differ in construction and hairstyles. Available in
a range of colours, multi-coloured as well
Irish Water Spaniel: shaggy, greasy, stiff, water-repellent, curly coat with under coat. Only
available in the colour liver.
Curly Coated Retriever: short, sturdy, curly, water-repellent coat with identical under coat: only
in colours black and liver.
Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier: soft, silky, long, wavy to light curly coat with identical under coat:
available in light wheat colour to goldy reddish.

Regardless of which breeds are currently being used for the breeding, all these coats are in the family
tree and the genetic code of every Australian Doodle. The ordinary Labradoodle has only the Poodle
and Labrador Retriever as ancestors.
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The shedding
Not only are the colours and coat structures different from the ancestors of the Australian Doodle, also
the shedding cycle differs per breed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Labrador Retriever: sheds 2 times a year
Poodle: has a continuesly shedding (Mosaic shedding) coat, of which the loose hairs weave
themselves through the upper coat instead of falling on the ground
American Cocker Spaniel: sheds 3 times a year
English Cocker Spaniel: sheds 3 times a year
Irish Water Spaniel: has a continuesly hardening coat, of which the loose hairs weave
themselves through the upper coat instead of falling on the ground
Curly Coated Retriever: : sheds 2 times a year
Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier: has a continuesly hardening coat, of which the loose hairs weave
themselves through the upper coat instead of falling on the ground valle

Under coat
Although it is often said that a Doodle doesn't have an under coat, both types of Doodles do have
them indeed. Like their ancestors the Poodle, Irish Waterspaniel and Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier,
Australian Doodles have the so-called "single coat" . It is called so, because they do have an under
coat, as well as the other ancestors, but it has evolved in a way that it is just as long and has the same
structure as the upper coat, so it seems to be only one “single”coat.
Each dog breed (with the exception of the so called hairless dogs) has an upper coat (covering coat)
and an under coat (extra coat) for protection against weather, hypothermia and sun burn. The coats
are bred in such a way so that each breed can perform the task it is bred for optimally. In the case of
the Poodle, Curly Coated Retriever, Labrador Retriever and the Irish Waterspaniel: the search and
retrieving of waterfowl, whereas the under coat was "designed" so that the dog is able to stay wet for a
long time without suffering from hyperthermia.
With short-haired and half long-haired breeds with a fluffy coat (such as the Labrador Retriever,
Golden Retriever, English Sheep Dog, Pyrenean Mountain Dog,) or tuft coat (as most terrier types) the
soft under coat is clearly distinct from the often stiffer upper coat. Therefore, these coats are called
"double coats'. During the grooming, needed 2 times a year, the soft under coat is removed to make
way for a new, protective layer of under coat (summer and winter coat). When a tuft dog, like a Terrier
has exchanges coats every 3 months, the loose, stiff upper coat is plucked by the dog groomer to
make space for the softer under coat.
Because Doodles have a single coat , the under coat is just as long and feels the same as the upper
coat. All silky, long-haired and curly-haired breeds have a single coat. Examples are: the Malthese
Lion, Yorkshire Terrier, the Coton Tulear, American Waterspaniel, Barbet, Bedlington Terrier, Kerry
Blue Terrier, Pumi and the Silky Terrier.
The name "single coat" causes so many misunderstandings, that many breeders, groomers and
Doodle owners have the misleading view that Doodles don't have an under coat, which influences
their view of the necessary coat maintenance.
From left to right: Malthese Lion, Yorkshire Terrier, Barbet, Pumi, Kerry Blue Terrier
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Coat maintenance
Understanding the coat structure and the sheddinging cycle of the ancestor breeds gives a clearer
picture of the required coat maintenance.
Each breed needs it’s own specific coat maintenance in order to stay healthy, clean and free of
tangles.
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Labrador Retriever: 2 times a year removal of the loose under coat, to keep from itching and
shedding.
Poodle: brush weekly AND shorten the coat every 2 months to make sure the coat doesn’t
become too long, stays manageable, tangle-free, shiny and healthy.
American Cocker Spaniel: brush weekly AND pluck 3 times a year and use thinning shears to
remove the loose coat, reduce wool and be able to keep the coat managable, tangle-free, shiny
and healthy.
Engelse Cocker Spaniel: ditto.
Irish Water Spaniel: brush weekly AND groom regularly to make sure the coat doesn’t get too
long and that it stays managable, tangle-free, shining and healthy. This breed keeps itself clean
by swimming a lot, while the natural fat layer on the coat remains preserved.
Curly Coated Retriever: little is done to the coat in order to keep it as original as possible and to
keep the natural fat layer (which is working as protection against weather conditions) retained.
Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier: brush weekly plus shorten the coat every 2 months to make sure
it doesn’t become too long, that it stays manageable, tangle-free, shiny and healthy.

The mixing of all these breeds, has given the Australian Doodle a mixed coat, which cannot be treated
or groomed in a clear-cut manner.
The ordinary Doodle has so many Poodle influencess that its coat is also difficult to maintain.

Doodle coat structures
An Australian Doodle coat can vary from (left to right): fleece (from straight, to wavy to a waffled coat),
curly fleece (thick, somewhat curly coat) to wool (thick, dry curly coat with or without much lint: poodle
coat) with all hybrid forms in between, depending on which genes are most reflected in the relevant
pup.

It is often the case that an Australian Doodle has a wavy coat, but that the under coat is so thick, that it
is still difficult to maintain, or that a virtually easy to maintain curly coat has so much soft under coat
that it looks very fluffy and is extra prone to tangles.
Because of the mixed coat, an Doodles are one of the most difficult to maintain dog breeds in the
world. A good knowledge and understanding of the coat structure and how to deal with this is
therefore of vital importance to give your pooch the correct coat maintenance and offer it a tangle-free,
comfortable life.
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Hair growth cycle
Hair is a living organism, which grows and dies to make room for new hair. All dogs shed, but certain
breeds shed more conspicuous than others.
Some breeds shed, as indicated previously, only 2 times per year and remain protected in that manner
from the cold or from harmful sun beams. Other breeds change coat 3 times a year and the remaining
breeds shed, just as humans do, continuously, but discretely, because the long, loose hairs weave
themselves through the upper coat.
A Doodle sheds continuously, but because they are long-haired dogs, the hair growth cycle of each
hair is very long. A Doodle will therefore never lose a bunch of hair at once, but always only a few
hairs, so the coat endures as little harm as possible and doesn't lose it's protective function.

Tangles
Because a Doodle is continuously shedding, regular brushing is essential to avoid the dead hairs
which weave themselves through the upper coat to form tangles. If you let these dead hairs sit, a piling
up of hair arises and as it keeps rolling and piling up, it creates tangles which can develop into felt.
If you put a dog hair under a microscope, you will see that it consists of many scales sitting on top of
each other. The dryer the hair, the further the scales are away from each other. Sometimes even so
far that they stick out.

When pressure, friction or movement of the coat occurs, the bits that stick out tend to grip each other,
causing a build up of hair. That is the beginning of a tangle.
A tangle which is not removed or brushed out will develop a felt spot due to repeated pressure,
movement or friction. The thicker the felt spot, the less tallow can feed the hair, making it dryer and
dryer until it eventually dies. That way mats of felt arise which nest close to the skin and which if
neglected, tend to cover an increasing part of the body.
These felt spots are often not visible, because they are covered by the coat. The longer your Doodle's
coat, the greater the chance that it has felt spots on it's skin.
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Danger of tangles
The skin under the felt spots is being smothered and cannot breathe. This can lead to annoying health
problems, itching, allergies, irritation, limitations in movement, stuffiness and parasitic problems. Your
Doodle can experience this as a narrow, tight armour around it's body that prevents it to breathe and
move. Because the hair cannot be fed by the skin fats, it dies, making it dryer and attract more dirt.
Because the sweat accumulates in the coat, it will start to spread a nasty smell. Infected spots and
other annoyances may also arise because the skin, under the heat and the weight of the felt is
becoming softer, thinner, more vulnerable and more attractive to parasites.
Not only will the coat start to smell and appear dull, your Doodle will also become less active and have
more trouble with movement. This is something an owner would never want deliberately for his/her
dog.

Clipping
If a coat is very tangled, it is best to remove the coat completely. In most such cases, a dog groomer
will consider clipping as the only option.
This seems like an easy “way out”, but clipping a dog’s coat has some disadvantages:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

To get under the felt you will need an extra short clipping head, often a 3 mm or even a 1,5 mm
The consequence of using such a short clipping head is that the coat will be completely crew
cut.
This will give your Doodle a most detrimental appearance, with bones showing.
Because the coat is clipped so short, it loses its protective function, completely exposing the
skin to rain, wind, cold and heat, and thus making the dog subject to hypothermia and sun burn.
The skin is extra sensitive to scents, substances and other incentives, which makes it more
prone to allergies and skin damage by running through branches, rolling on the ground, fighting
or playing with other dogs.
Because the felt layer needs to be fully stripped of the body, the dog groomer has to push the
clipper against the coat, which can cause irritation and skin cuts.
An “odd” looking dog is sooner to be attacked by other dogs then “normal” looking dogs.
Chances are your Doodle will feel very uncomfortable and will be quieter, calmer and less
cheerful for a few days after the clipping of the coat.

The best solution is to prevent your Doodle from being clipped. That will make you and your Doodle
far more happy.
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Lack of knowledge
Unwillingness is often not the cause of this calamity.
Lack of knowledge causes many Doodles to not get the care they need. Most of the breeders are not
groomers so they don't perceive the coats the way a groomer might. And don’t always acknowledge
the need for the right coat maintenance.
Lots of Doodle owners have never had a dog previously because of their allergies and therefore know
nothing about Doodle coat care. And those who did own a dog before, probably owned one with a
completely different type of coat which required a different kind of coat care.
The lack of (clear-cut) information in books and on the internet does not help the situation. That is why
it is best if you keep reading this, prepare yourself with the proper knowledge and skills and take your
Doodle's care in to your own hands.

How to recognize tangles?
Tangles feel like a piling-up in the coat. Felt feels like a dot or placard of hair in the normally loose,
light coat. It is often said that if you blow into the coat, you should be able to see the skin, but tangles
often happen to sit in difficult places where it's not easy to blow into.
Extreme cases of felt can often be recognized from a distance. As said before, the felt forms an extra,
thick layer on the skin. This causes the upper coat to stand out, making the body show unusual
proportions, displays bumps and makes the body's contours look unnatural (too thick body, wide legs,
full head, thick ears etc).
Also the coat often looks unusually thick, fluffy and dull.
If a Doodle looks like the one on the picture below, chances are that the coat is full of felt.

A tangle-free coat should be able to be brushed and combed without any trouble with a coarse comb
with fixed needles.

Doodle coat care
As with any long-haired dog, it is a must to keep the coat clean, to remove tangles and keep the hair
growth within limits.
Brushing weekly is a must in order to:
•
•
•

Keep the coat clean and remove dust and dirt
Devide the skin fats evenly over the coat, so it maintains it's protective function
Massage the skin which stimulates hairgrowth
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In addition, it is best for all breeds with a “single coat” to shorten the coat every 2 months starting from
the age of 5 months. Just like we do for ourselves when we get a haircut. If the coat Is very thick or
curly then it is important to treat it with thinning shears every 6 to 8 weeks so it becomes less sensitive
to tangles.
In this way you keep the coat healthy shiny and the tangle-free. And you prevent dead, split points.

Grooming schedule
Because a Doodle is still a mixed designer breed there is no official grooming schedule.
Due to a lack of knowledge about the required coat care, many breeders, dog groomers and Doodle
owners groom their Doodles to their own taste. But unfortunately, without any insight in to the proper
coat care. The result is lots of different grooming techniques. Hence the many YouTube videos about
Doodle coat care.
The Doodles are often shortened roundabout causing the coat not to be treated properly and tangles
to remain. Thick, tangle-sensitive coats are often not treated with thinning shears, making them extra
prone to tangles.
Clipping the Doodle completely or leaving it's hair too long happens way too often, without considering
the consequences for the well-being of the Doodle. The internet is full of photo’s of Doodles that are
groomed this way.
Not only are many of these Doodles treated adversely and even unintentionally neglected, the image
of how a Doodle should look gets totally biased by these "showmodels".
A bad example is often followed by others which brings us to the necessity for correct, comprehensible
information about responsible Doodle coat care.

Basic care
Only brushing and grooming is not enough.
With long-haired dogs it is essential to cut out the soles of the feet at least every 2 months to prevent
piling-up of dirt, shorten the butt hairs regularly so faeces cannot stick to them, cut the eyes free, so
hairs do not cause an eye infection or irritation.

Ear care
However, the most important part of basic Doodle care is ear care.
If a dog has long flap-ears, oxygen can't reach in the ear canal naturally. This makes the ears
particularly attractive for ear mite. If the hair in the ears is not removed and ear mite has free game,
ear infection is inevitable and the consequences are unpredictable.
In addition, ear wax keeps sticking to the hairs in the ear, which becomes hard and brittle after a while.
If the ears are not plucked out regularly, ear wax will start to pile up, becoming large lumps in the ear
canal which if neglected only can be removed surgically.
Unfortunately, it happens only too often that a Doodle first sets foot in the grooming salon at the age of
6 to 12 months and that the ears have never been plucked.
Many veterinarians claim that you should not pluck out the hair from the ears (fortunately there are
some that do recognize the importance of ear hair plucking).The photo below displays what happens
when the hair is not removed from the ears.
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Always leave the plucking of the ears up to a professional, if you haven't learned how to do this in a
painless, stressless way yourself. If a Doodle acquires a negative association with plucking out its ear
hairs, he will not allow this so easily the next time.

Let’s get started
Now that you have acquired the information above, it's time for you to get started with your own
Doodle. You can choose to only be involved in basic care and leave the grooming up to a
professional. However, because many dog groomers haven't learned how a Doodle should be
groomed, because they only had Poodles to exercise on, it's best to take the situation into your own
hands.
That way you take the responsibility for the welfare of your Doodle in your own hands, you can
organize your own time, enjoy the quality time, get to know each other and strenghen the relationship
with your Doodle.
In addition, you will save lots of money you'd be spending on 2-monthly grooming sessions. Also, you
can groom the way YOU like and monitor the condition of the coat and the health of your Doodle at the
same time, without having to rely on some dog groomer who may ask too much money for the often
disappointing results.
In addition, you're doing something creative with your dog and it is just very nice to be able to groom
your own Doodle.
If you consider the following 6 coat care secrets, your Doodle will be free of tangles, thoroughly happy
and splendidly groomed.
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Secret #1: use the correct brush
The basic coat care begins with the purchase and the proper use of the correct brush. The thick, long,
soft coat of a Doodle requires long, solid needles which can reach the skin and thus can remove the
tangles on the skin. Most brushes have needles that are too short to reach the skin and the tangles on
it.
The only brush that can really handle the hard to maintain, sensitive Doodle coat is the ActiVet, fromer
les Poochs brush. Not all ActiVet brushes are suitable, but the purple and red one (also called
Matzapper) are. All brushes have a flexible bed which differ in stiffness and therefore in colour. The
green brushes are too soft and too flexible for most Doodle coats, with the result that they only get
shallowly brushed, which then results that tangles on the skin often remain and develop into felt spots.
The red Mat zapper has the reputation of being "too rough” on the skin.
For a very thick, curly or fleece coat and most coats of castrated dogs, this however, is the only brush
capable for the heavy work. The crux is really in the use of it. Each brush can be experienced as
"harmful" if too much pressure is applied during the brushing. Both the red and the purple brushes
need to be held loosely when in use, so you are actually stroking the coat, without pulling at the hairs
and damaging your Doodles skin with the needles.
ActiVet just came out when a totally NEW brush, the Double 2 in 1 brush, which combines the
strenghts of the Red Matzapper and the purple brush, so you will always have the right brush for your
Doodle!

NO fake!!!
Beware: because of the high prices of the les Poochs brushes, there are B-brands on the market
which look equivalent, but certainly do not deliver equivalent results. The difference is often in the
number of needles: less needles work less effective, even though they have the same length. In
addition, the flexible brush bed really takes the cake compared to the cheap alternatives.
You should be able to feel the difference in the brushes: the more stiffer and difficult the brush goes
through the coat, the more efficiently you are brushing it, because the resistance you feel means you
are going through all the hairs instead of only those on the surface.

The right brush pays off
The purchase and use of the correct brush makes a huge difference at the coat care of your Doodle,
because a dog that has been brushed well and is delivered without tangles to a grooming salon will;
•
•
•
•

Be a lot happier
Have to stand on the grooming table for a much shorter period of time
Be able to undergo the grooming session with a lot less stress and pain
Save his/her owner a lot of money, energy and irritation
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Secret #2: never let a wet Doodle coat dry in the air
Tangles arise on places that get wet, because wet hairs stick to each other and form nodes of hair
which then stick to other nodes and develop into felt, unless in some manner the hair is seperated
during the drying.
Especially when a dirty, dusty or sandy coat gets wet, tangles will be inevitable after drying.
Therefore, make sure that you dry the coat as soon as possible after it gets wet. Only blotting with a
towel will not achieve much, because it is essential that you pull apart the hairs that are stuck together.
You can do this by using a blow-drier in one hand and a brush in the other and completely dry your
Doodle's coat while you brush it, but this is a very long process.
However, if you use a blower (also called Doodle Blaster), you kill two birds with one stone. Warm air
dries the coat, while you separate the hairs. This saves you a lot of time! In addition, the blast of a
Doodle Blaster is so strong, that you simultaneously blow all the dirt, moisture, sand, dust etc. off the
coat, so your Doodle will be clean and fresh in one blow.

Rainware
You should try to avoid the coat getting wet as much as possible.
The wearing of a special dog raincoat could be an option. These are available in all types and sizes.
The downside, however, is that most raincoats only keep the spine dry, while most tangles arise on
the legs and the abdomen. There are also rain suits available which completely cover the legs, but it is
the question of whether this is comfortable for your Doodle, who likes to have as much as freedom of
movement possible during his walk or run.
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Secret #3: never wash a tangled Doodle
Although it is very healthy for the coat and skin to be washed occasionaly, it is best not to do it too
often (only 1 times per month or 2 months), always make the coat tangle-free first and always use
special dog shampoo PLUS coat conditioner!
The fat-dissolving properties of a dog shampoo remove the natural, protective layer of the coat,
making the hair more vulnerable, and prone to tangles. Add the massaging and rubbing of the hands
during the washing and you can imagine that a Doodle with tangles will look like a bale of felt after
drying.
•
•
•
•

Such a bale of felt is impossible to dry.
Such a bale of felt is impossible to brush after drying.
Even if you manage to brush your Doodle, you will be doing him enormous pain by inevitably
pulling at his coat and skin during the brushing and drying.
Your Doodle will attain such a negative association with washing, drying and brushing that he
will not permit such acts in the future without loud protest and lots of stress and even biting. This
is something you wouldn't want to do to any dog, let alone to your own Doodle.

Therefore, always make sure that you have completely brushed out your Doodle and used a coarse
comb to verify whether the coat is actually tangle-free before washing. That prevents much misery to
yourself, but especially to your Doodle!

Secret #4: know the consequences of spaying and neutering
Although early castration and sterilization is commonplace, especially under Australian Doodles, doing
this during or after the puppy coat shedding can leave traces!
Although there is no scientific research to proof this, any professional coat care giver agrees with me
that the coat in 9 of the 10 cases becomes so thick after the intervention, that it becomes a lot more
sensitive to tangles and is all the more difficult to maintain by the owner.
The hair growth cycle is directly influenced by the hormone household of the dog. Fluctuations can
lead to an irregular hair growth cycle, allowing new hairs to arise faster than previously, or the hairs to
fall off less quickly.
With tufty dogs, the coat is often influenced in such a way that it gets too soft to pluck, in Cocker
Spaniels, which are the ancestors of the Australian Doodle an extra thick wool develops which brings
additional disadvantage to the coat care.
With Doodles the hair growth is stimulated in such a way, that often within a few months after the
operation, an excessive hair growth of the bottom coat can be perceived which forms a thick, fluffy,
layer in the coat which is extra sensitive to tangles.
This can have disastrous consequences, in the form of arising of felt during and after the coat change
if you have not learned how to deal with the coat before the coat change.
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Secret #5: tangle-sensitive parts of the body
Often a Doodle owner doesn't really know how to brush and doesn’t have a clear brushing system.
The spine is then brushed, because it is easily accessible, but certain key parts of the body are often
forgotten.
•
•
•

Because your Doodle will be laying on the ground or table during the brushing, so you will not
be able to reach every part of the body.
Because you Doodle will be so resistant during the brushing that you might be inclined to stop
prematurely with the brushing.
Because, by lack of a brushing system you will simply forget where you were brushing and
leave out certain key parts.

Not only is it important (for the safety of your Doodle, but also for the concern of your back and overall
health) that you always use a grooming table with a wide bracket, it is also of great importance to have
a brushing routine to avoid forgetting those tangle-sensitive body parts. These are:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

The feet: wet feet will inevitably attract tangles if they dry in the air. Especially if those parts are
white or light coloured or if they have a furry or fuzzy coat structure.
The front of the knees: because this section is always long and remains so, it moves constantly,
which attracts tangles quickly, as well as felt spots on the edge of the knee. If these have to be
removed, a pathetic thin leg remains which will effect the appearance of your Doodle in a
negative manner.
The start of the tail: because here, additional tallow is produced and the hair here is usually
extra thick. Therefore always brush out well together with the tail.
The abdomen: here often pee tangles arise, together with moisture and filth tangles in young
male dogs, because of splashing water. Because the tummy is very sensitive and often difficult
to reach, it is often less (well) brushed. The hair is often long, which makes tangles arise even
faster.
The flanks: the longer the coat, the more movement pressure on the flanks during a run. The
coat on the flanks is often extra thick and therefore particularly sensitive to tangles.
The underarms: a place where there is always friction, which causes tangles to arise quickly.
Under the ears: many Doodles have very thick hair under the ears. Sometimes this hair is
shortened to create a kind of oxygen supply to the auditory canal. It looks much better, nicer
and more natural to treat these spots with thinning shears to prevent tangles.
The beard and mustache: every Doodle hangs continuously with its snout in the water basin
and collects leftover food in his moustache. These spots stick to each other, dry up and form
painful tangles on a very sensitive place. With the right tools, however, these tangles are easy
to remove and the prevention of a so-called "double chin" spares the Doodle and his owner of
many tangles and lots of irritation.
The ears: many owners forget to brush the ears, making the edges become felt. People think
that the ears are supposed to be that thick or that the Doodle in question is affected by blood
ears (which is something quite different). The owner is often afraid to hurt the Doodle, but the
result of hours of getting rid of tangles will be ultimately much more painful than the weekly,
gently brushing of the ears.
The neck and throat: wearing a collar or harness attracts tangles to the neck or throat because
of the friction with the coat. The best thing is to take the collar or harness off at home and brush
the neck weekly.
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Secret #6: Less is more!
Because some Doodle breeders let the coat grow as long as possible, because they like it, many
buyers think that long coat is the standard. A long coat is, however, almost never a healthy coat,
because;
•
•

The longer the coat, the less well it can be brushed and the harder the felt spots on the skin can
be reached.
A long coat is a dead coat, because just as human hair, dog hair must be shortened regularly to
prevent dead, split points. Dead hair has lost it's shine, is extra sensitive to tangles and absorbs
extra dust, grease and debris. You will be able to feel the grease, a nasty smell will be
distributed and it will be extra attractive to parasites.

Coat care information
It is of vital importance for your Doodle, that you as a Doodle buyer collect as much information as
possible on the required coat care. To know how much time, energy and money it will cost you, so you
will be able to make a sound decision, based on sound information.
Never let a breeder, veterinarian, groomer or a pet supply store tell you that Doodles should be
groomed for the first time at the age of 7 months or older. This will often be to late, because the coat
changes from the age of 7 months, which will make it even more difficult to maintain.
If you get the advice to let your Doodle be clipped at the age of 1 or older, or that the first grooming
session should happen after the changing of the coat, you should be alarmed.
Being this aware will be your first step to having a wonderful Doodle life!

Doodle grooming schedule
The best maintenance you can apply as an owner is.
•
•

•

Brush your Doodle well every week and then comb the coat with a coarse comb with fixed
needles (rotary needles give a poor grip and usually skip the tangles).
Have your Doodle groomed not too short, not too long (or learn to do it yourself from a qualified
teacher) every 8 to 10 weeks, starting at the age of 5 months and at the same time, have the
hair between the feet soles cut, the eyes cut free and the ears plucked (to prevent ear infection).
Either let your Doodle be washed during the grooming session or do it yourself once per 2
months to keep the skin and hair fresh and clean.

Advantages:
•
•
•
•

That way, you keep the coat healthy, shiny, fresh, tangle-free, free of pests and in a practical ,
nice looking length which is easy to maintain.
Your Doodle will always look at its best, have great hair and will come out each grooming
session looking rejuvenated.
In this way, you will never be too late, so your Doodle will never need to be clipped bald.
Your Doodle will always feel happy and healthy.
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Getting the puppy accustomed
Would you like to give your pup the best start in life with the right coat maintenance?
Start from day one already by touching the ears, chin, cup, tail and feet lightly, also teach the pup to
stand on the grooming table by fixing him with special grooming straps to his head and abdominals to
get him used to future grooming sessions. Also let your pup get used to the Doodle blaster, blow-dryer
and the brush.
In the Netherlands I give Doodle grooming courses (from the age of 6 months) as well as Doodle
puppy prepare courses (from the age of 4 months) to Doodle owners to prepare each Doodle for a life
time of grooming and coat maintanance.
The quicker your puppy gets used to being groomed regularly, the less stress he will experience
during future grooming sessions. You can read more about this in my next Doodle Puppy Proof Prep
E-Book.
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Conclusion
If you know what kind of coat your Doodle has and how you can treat it to prevent tangles, you save
your Doodle and yourself from a life full of stress and inconvenience.
I hope the secrets in this E-book have given you the right knowledge and tools to get started with your
own Doodle.
A Doodle coat is the most difficult to maintain of all dog breeds! But don't panic too soon and try to see
the benefits of that.
Taking care of the coat yourself gives you responsibility for the well-being of your Doodle. Not only can
you significantly improve its quality of life by keeping it tangle-free, it will also help improve your
relationship and the Doodle will learn to trust you and fully submit to you.
That way you confirm your pack leadership and establish a stronger bond with your Doodle.
You will not only notice this during the grooming sessions, but in your entire relationship.
Enjoy grooming your Doodle!!!
Love, Wanda & Joy
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More info
Would you like to know more about Doodle coat care and/or get started with your own Doodle and
learn how to get rid of tangles, master the basic care or even groom your own Doodle?
Then I would love to teach you!
And help you not only save a lot of money on regular grooming costs but work on a strong
relationship with your Doodle, based on mutual trust and leadership as well.
You can buy the digital version of my book “From scruffy to lovely, how to keep your Doodle healthy,
happy and tangle free”? on my website http://www.fromscruffytolovely.com/ebook
This book teaches you all about grooming, but also about diseases common among many Doodles
and how to avoid them, really taking the well being of your Doodle in to your own hands.
On this website you can also find my Professional Doodle Self Grooming Programs, teaching you
either to brush effectively and efficiently, do all the basic maintenance or to groom and shape your
Doodle from head to toe…which ever you choose, in the comfort of your own home, in your own time
Watch the FREE instruction video’s: http://www.fromscruffytolovely.com/professional-doodle-homegrooming-programs
Please find me on FaceBook, Twitter, Instagram to join me in my day to day activities and keep track
of new developments regarding Doodle coat care and comfort.
I hope to hear from you and meet you and your Doodle soon.
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